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Tho last few days were like that spaceship factory in '.H1N .0RLD8 COLLIDE» except that we hadn't had time to make e schedule to bo behind in. and then we found it would take two days instead of ono to get to Cobh, whero the boet loft. It was as if Bellus had sent a postcard on ahead to say he'd bo drooping in a day early. But at last all tho articles end letters wore written, my Hyphen stencils cut end mailed off to Chuck Harris, end the debris tidied up. Tho pressroom hadn't looked so tidy since before fandom happened to it and it thought it was the laboratory. On that last night James came up to say goodbye and wo stood on the front lawn talking about how far we'd come since we entered fandom and how far I was going to go.Next day there began my grim struggle with the transport systems of tho world.The first skirmish was quite mild, just e matter of the train being full—thore'd boon some motor races in Belfast I hadn't heard about---and my having to wait three hours in s queue while the railway people scoured the country collecting coaches for a special train. They must have put completists on the job, because that train was the longest I have over seen. I think they were charging the people up front half fare. It was also the slowest. I don't know what devious route it took to Dublin, but I know I never heard of any stations called Omsk or Tomsk, or even Nijni-novgorod, on tho Great Northern Line. About midnight I got into Dublin, found a hotel tout who sent me to an Unapproved Hotel (I didn't approve of it either), and passed the night in such a Terribly Strange Bed I felt like ’AHkie Collins getting between the covers of an anthology.The next day, Sunday, there was another slow train journey to Cork through stations with quaint names like Sellins, Borris in Ossdry, Bellybrophy, Gentlemen, Clonoulty, Ballagh, Saloon Ber, Knocklong, Gentlemen, Buttevent, Mellow, Blarney, Refreshmentroom, and finally Cork. It was now 4.30 and I had to report to the shipping agents in Cobh at 6.30. Still innocent of the fate that was dogging my footsteps, I asked whet time was the next train to Cobh. 6.30. I wont to the bus stop outside tho station looking for information. The queue was eager to help. Regretfully, they couldn't offer me a bus to Cobh direct, but they went into conference under a huddle of umbrellas and shortly issued a statement to the effect that I could get k bus to Monkstown on the other side of the bay and take the ferry across, •ould get me to Cobh in half an hour, they announced «onfiiently. One hour later I got off the bus at a windswept huddle of cottages end looked around for the ferry. All I could see through the driving rein was a little stone jetty running or rather tottering out to see, end a smell boy sheltering from the rein and spray in a tin hut. I asked him where thp ferry wss end he pointed out to sea. At first I couldn't seo anything but more rain and spray, but than suddenly there it was. Lifted briefly into view on the crest of a tidal wave was a tiny rowing bost manned by two small boys. I stared at it as it bobbed in and out of sight. "That's tho ferry," I said.„It Wasn't e question. I just know it was. "Yes," said tho small boy, “that's the ferry." 4-’



I looked at the ferry for almost ten minutes, but I still couldn’t make up my mind about one little point. 'Is it coming or going?” I asked finally. "Coming," said the boy, "it’ll be here in about ten minutes.” He seemed to feel that some sort of an explanation was due and added comfortingly, 'The regular ferry gave up when the stormstarted and these fellows don't know much about it.” I felt that explained a lot. "A bit rough today," I said casually after a while. 'Yes," said the boy, ''This’ll probably be their last trip." I thought so too, but I wouldn't have been so callous about it.However there was always the chance that they would make it and I thought I'd better got my bearings. "Is that Cobh?” I asked, pointing to three whitewashed cottages on the far shore. It seemed very small to be a port of call for transatlantic liners, but then nothing surprises me in Ireland "No," said the boy, "Cobh is four miles further down. But you can get the train there." I saw it coming, but I let him read his punch line. 'What time is the train9" I asked, as if I didn't know. "It leaves Cork at 6.30," he seid innocently.Thinking regretfully of another probability-world in which I was waiting for that train in a warm bar I turned back to the ferry. For a long while I could have sworn the boys were losing ground and I was expecting them to turn back. I was hoping they would turn beck. I was praying they would turn back. I do hate to see people drowned, especially someone as near end dear to mo as me. But at lest they reached the jetty. One of them held onto it grimly and looked expectantly at mo. I threw one suitcase down into the boat end lifted the othor one up onto it. Then, catching the boat on the way down again.like an elevator, I lurched in and sat^down. As we got out of the comparative shelter of the jetty I put my feet on the cases to stop them falling overboard and held onto the sides of the boat. It wasn't e very long journey, if you didn't count the distance >we went up and down, and to my surprise we arrived on the other side. I’d even managed to keep my heed from dipping in the water when the boat rolled. They asked sixpence for the fare (about a dime). I reflected that life was cheap in these parts end gave them a shilling. I wouldn't have gone through th't again for a thousand pounds. This is one Irishman who doesn't believe in ferries.I Set off along the road to Cobh, determined to try my thumb at hitch-hiking. I was all pleased with myself for stopping the very first car that came along, but it turned out to be a taxi. However it got me to Cobh five minutes before deadline, and the hgent even put me onto an hotel which had room available in the middle of the holiday season. I found out why. It was an incredible piece, even for rural Ireland. In the lounge there wore not only the usual antimacassars, aspidistras end photographs of dead relatives who lookod it, but also 37 vases---- 1 counted them---, about e million other pieces of highly breakable brie a brae, two»stopped grandfather clocks, end an acoustic gramophone with r pro-electric recording of John McCormick singing 'diver Threads Among The Gold.' I didn't play it. It wasn't that sort of plate. I felt that that record had probably been plsyed only once and that half the family had probably died from the excitement. When she was showing me my room the old woman who owned the joint asked me did I drink♦ Being short of money I said no thanks. "That’s good," she seid gravely, "because I draw the line at drink.She seemed to draw the line at and under almost everything. She came into the lounge that evening at 10.30 and told me it was time to go to bad. I'd advise Cobh fandom to look elsewhere when they decide to hold a Convention.Next afternoon I was in ths big customs shed looking curiously at all the other passengers. It seemed there were other people going to America too. Most of them seemed to be returning Americans, and many of them middle-aged .women. By the expressions on their faces, and some of the ones they used in speaking, somo of them seemed



to ba disillusioned about Ireland. Looking round, I thought you could hardly blame them. It was still raining, end the Customs shad wes cold end dreary, with the et- mosphere of guilt that always hangs around those places. Outside was the shabby town of Cobh end the riffraff of souvenir sellers and tip-hungry porters that infests tourist spots. I began to feel a little ashamed. After all, I thought, whet has Ireland got thet people shodd travel thousands of miles to see. Just rain, ruins, and a lot of wet scenery. I resolved I wouldn’t ask anyone what they thought of Ireland so as not to put too greats strain on their politeness. And then the old country made a comeback. It was totally unfair and unreasonable, but Ireland seme-' how managed tc redeem its reputation with one casual gesture. A strolling musician with an accordecn found his way into the locked customs shad and began to sing ’Come Back To Erin.' The place was suddenly full of music and everything wes changed. It wasn't just a nondescript customs shed any more, it wes Ireland and we were all leaving it. Some of the women began to cry quietly and th© customs officials stopped trying to behave with English efficiency. If the entire resources of the Irish Tourist Bosrd had worked for years to produce this flood of sentiment they couldn't have done better, and yet it was characteristic of the country that it was all done in spite of authority. I asked the musician later how he’d managed to get past the guards and he said he’d had to pretend to be drunk. This may not seem a particularly cunning ruse, but it is a fact that in Ireland a dtunk man is treated with far more consideration than anyone unfortunate enough to be sober.The tender that was to take us out to the Neptunia was over an hour late starting end when we got to the rendezvous out at sea the Neptunia wasn’t there. I was coming to expect this sort of thing. Eventually a speck on the horizon developed into a big and rather shabby-looking old ship. he went up the gangplank into a couple of hours of utter confusion, caused partly by the fact that the company seemed to have sold half the berths in the ship twice over, and partly by the fact that ship time was an hour end a half behind ours end nobody had thought to mention it. The dining rooms were full of starved and angry passengers looking for food , and non-English- speuking stewards perplexedly turning them away with shouts .of 'zu fruhl* The ship was supposed to be Greek though it was built in Holland and registered in Panama (because apparently you can get away with anything there) but the crew were almost all German. The passengers were about equal parts German, American, Irish and miscellaneous British. I was too thrilled to settle down anywhere that day and spent the rest of it trying to find where everything was, principally my cabin.very time I lot it out of my sight it would nip round to the other side of the. ship, but after a while I wore it down and retired victorious.Next morning the weather cleared up end I just wandered around looking at the sea and thinking. It was the first time for weeks I'd been able to sit down calmly and think about the trip itself instead of editor's deadlines and timetables and tickets and documents and money. That was all over now and I was actually on my way to America. It was still incredible, but it seemed to bo happening. Sometimes I felt awed at myself, as if I was somebody else. Sometimes I felt wonderfully elated. Sometimes I just felt like jumping overboard. But there's something very soothing about a world consisting entirely of sea. For all you know the land world might have ceased to exist, and anyhow it all seems less important in.a planet which is, you realise, mostly water. You look at the Atlantic beneath you end think that's been there unchanged for millions of years before man, and maybe no one has ever been over that particular bit before. Dey after day there's nothing to see but all that hydrogen cunningly mixed with oxygen. You forget everything but the ship.It wasn't a bad ship as ships go, though this one didn't go very fast. It had about the seme cruising speed as a bicycle. I didn't mind though, I loved everythirg about the voyage end as far as I was concerned it could go on for ever. I made some friends, mostly s Canadian girl who'd been hitch-hiking in Europe for six months and en English intellectual going to New York to work in the ballet. There was also a group of what the Englishman persisted in referring to as 'culture-hungry Americans' , all arty types on their way beck from Paris and all as intellectual as they 
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fake them. They s. ke.' me what 1 d id • nd why I w«s going to America, the way people do on boaro ship, and in a reckless moment' I told them I wes a pulp author going to the States on his dollar earnings, which was the nearest I could get to the truth without going into a long and complicated explanation involving fandom, fanzines, conventions and Shelby Vick. I defy anyone to explain any of these phenomena in a voyage lasting only eight days. I effected to regard my 'work' with humorous cont*. empt, but they had such an awed respect for anyone who actually mede money by writing that they would stand around asking me humbly how I wrote and thought up plots and so on, and I would give them cynical dissertations about markets and rights and word rates and everything. It was fun. Towards the end of the voyage they asked was anyone meeting me and I said, quite truthfully, "Just a few fans." Haw. I wondered sometimes what I'd do if there turned out to be another science fiction fan on the ship, but I figured it was pretty unlikely. Admittedly I*d noticed a young man in the lounge reading Lovecraft, but that didn't mean anything.It did though. I met him again in Los Angeles and it was Allan Hershey, leading Outlander and past President of the LASTS.Time went drifting by in a dream, like the sea, until one morning there was. a notice on the bulletin board LANDING IN NEW YORK 5.30AM TOiORROV. I went up to the sharp end of the boat, as we sailors call it, and kept watch all afternoon. We weren’t going to sail on past America if I could help it. Round about four o’clock land appeared on the left, a long low strip like a cloudbank. And I was the first to see it! I guess maybe the poor old Captain thought it was a cloudbank--we can't ell have eyesight like mine---- because he didn’t evince any interest until some more land appeared an hour later in a different place. It didn't look quite so much like 8 cloudbank, and soon it filled the forward horizon and the sea was dotted with ships. As darkness fell we were gliding very slowly towards the entrance to New York harbour, Straight ahead was a tiny Statue of Liberty, and on the left the many coloured illuminations of Coney Island. All around were the fest moving lights of car headlamps. Up among the faint stars the lights of downtown Manhattan shone dimly through the heat haze. The water was very calm. Bits of garbage sailed majestically past'. The ship slowed to a stop and dropped anchor.In the sudden silence the Americans could be heard excitedly pointing out landmarks and calculating how long it would take them to get home and just what they would have to eat. The British, on the other hand,were strangely quiet. They stood around as if they were lost. The foreign ship, this immense country that these people thought of as home, it all made them entertain for the first time the incredible idea that they were-foreigners. It was all too much for them.In the bar that night it came to a head. Every other night the bar had been taken over by the Irish with ceilidheumbIc and come-all-yes or by the Gormans with their oompah music end yodelling. The British and Americans had just set around end watched their antics. But on this lest night the Americans got together and began to sing—Stephen Foster tunes and cowboy songs and the Whiffenpoof song and modern dance numbers. As far as the English were concerned this was the last straw'. A small group of them at the other end of the room began quietly but defiantly to sing Loch Lomond. This was very English—there wasn't a Scot among them. At once they ware joined by reinforcements from London, the North Country, Wales, Northern Ireland and sang Ilkley Moor and Cockles and Mussels and The Lambeth Walk and The Old Kent Road end other old songs, ell at the top of their voices. Their repertoire Was enlarged by the arrival of contingents from the Empire, Canada with Alouette end Australia with Waltzing Matilda, and finally two Frenchmen joined the perty. Both the Old World end Now World groups were now bawling as herd as they could, each trying to drown the other. It was a glorious row. The Americans began to lose ground, but at the same time everyone seemed to run out of songs. The battle degenerated into guerilla warfare, as now end then someone on either side would start a song and find nobody knew the words. There seemed to be a sort of Geneva Convention that it wasn't fair to sing the same song twice. It would all heve finished in anticlimax and a vague but reel antipathy between the Americans end the 01$ World if one of a group of three West Indian negroes who'd been sitting unnoticed in the



corner hadn’t quietly started to sing calypso, The whole room sat entranced end then joined in with a roar that must have been heard in New York. It was glorious. And even after he ran out of calypsos he knew more songs than either side, and they were all songs everyone could sing.About one o'clock in the morning, tired but happy, people began to drift back up on deck. It was incredibly hot and close, with not s breath of wind on the oily waten We couldn't face going down to our stuffy cabins. We'd figured on sleeping on deck, but everything was as damp as if it had been raining. No one felt like going to sleep anyway. We stayed up all night, leaning on the rail end talking. About four o’clock we were having breakfast and the ship was moving again. We passed the Statue of Liberty almost unnoticed in the morning mist, except by tho English intellectual who was hoard asking whet it advertised, and sew the Bun risa gpeetaeularly behind the Manhattan skyline..The Staton Island ferry (ferryl aaaggghhhh! 1 ) passed us very close and I inspected it carefully just in case there were any fans waving to me from it. However the first one I heard from was Joe Gibson, a letter from whom was delivered as soon as the boat docked. It was addressed to me in Banana Bin No.4 (l wondered how he knew the number) and said "It’s this way: I'm sitting hero minding my own business, which is to get as much done on a new novel as possible before making tracks for Chicago-- that city being short of tracks this year—when along comes an innocent-looking postcard signed 'Shelby.' Old Shrimp Boat asks would I be so kind as to welcome you... Look for a fellow in a blue hat. He'll look like a plainclothes policeman, bu^ stand your ground—it's me."Eventually the Immigration People got themselves straightened out. All the US subjects went smugly through first, and then it was-the turn of us aliens. I had a whole pack of documents in an old GALAXY envelope and every time I cane to an official I would shuffle them and deal him a hand. If I won I would be allowed to go on to the next table, like a bridge tournament. I'd had some practice in this game already and st last won the first prize, a clear view of the gangway. I found to my shocked surprise that suddenly there was absolutely nothing to stop me walking ashore. I promptly walked ashore. I was twenty yards down th» customs shed before I realised I had stepped onto American soil without even thinking about it. I was nearly going back to do the thing properly, with anpropriately solemn thoughts and perhaps a few quotable words, but I was too glad to get awey from —~-- ~i—■---- ■—8 F“--------------------- -—’—-----—those officials to risk being caught in the | 'machine again and finding myself on the way beck home. So I just made my way to the sigp marked 'W , end waited to be claimed.Someone in a blue suit came up and shook me by the hand. "Joe Gibson?" I deduced keenly. But it wasn’t, it was Dave Kyle. It was true there was only one pass allowed per passenger and Joe had got it, but Dave had wangled his wey in on a press pass,Joe came up in a few seconds, and after a few moments chat they revealed conspirâtorially that Will Sykora and his henchman Calvin Thomas Beck were outside. They suggested I might like to go into the cloak and dagger business. They would go out and wait for me a couple of hundred yards outside the shSykora and Beck, who wouldn't recognise me. I was thrilled. Nobody could have arranged a more fennish welcome. Not two minutes in the country and already I was up to the neck in New York fan feuds. However I temporised because I had nothing against Sykora---- I've never been able to sort out New York fandom anyway—-and I thought he might just possibly ba a little put out at this practical joke. It didn't seem all that practical either, and beside I rather wanted to meet such a legendary figure as Sykora. Fortunately I didn't have to commit myself because shortly afterwards the
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legendary figure materialised inside the customs shed, having manoeuvred his way in by contacting the Chief of 'dice at Hoboken. He: immediately swept the ground from underneath the others' feet by announcing that, his side hud a car and was willing to take all three of us anywhere we liked. Being unable to produce a private helicopter et short notice, the home team had to admit defeat. We talked together for a while and then Kyle very kindly offered to sea whet he could do towards getting me rail or plane reservations to Chicago. I'd wanted to get there before the crowd arrived, or at least Bloch and his SCŒO snakes, and of course tha boat had been a day late getting in. I arranged to phone him at noon and off he went.’By this time I'd been waiting beside my luggage for about half en hour and no one seemed to be taking any interest in it. For the first time I took time off to look around me and noticed an ominous and enormous queue about half a mile down the shed. I set off down to it, and sure enough this was where the bottleneck was, a mass of hot eno bothered people who had all made the same mistake as me. For seme strange reason everyone had to call here to check their baggage and then find a customs official to examine it. I supposed it was a piece of unamerican inefficiency designed to make the visitors feel at home, but I'd have been just as happy if they hadn't bothered. Half way up the queue I saw my friends from on board ship. I joined them, trying to look as if I'd just stepped out for à breath of air. After an anxious minute or two I realised I had got off with it, but it didn't seem to be doing me much good. For the first half hour the queue didn't move an inch. Then suddenly it happened. We moved an inch. I began to wonder if I would get out of here in time for South Gate,I have to call this a queue, because it was anything but a line. It was in the form of an enormous wedge, tapering to single file between two tables. When the pressure get beyond so many tons per square inch, a mangled body would be projected with greet force down between the two tables in front of ths customs inspectors, in no fit condition to tell lies about any dutiable goods he happened to have. Every now and then the mass of angry people at the back would surge forward, pushing the queue end the tables and the customs officials end everything else before them several yards further down the shed. I calculated that assuming we survived this heat we'd push the bastards into the Pacific by December. After eech stempede policemen would come along and swear at the queue and the queue would swear back. Vitriolic remarks were passed about American efficiency end hospitality and the ancestry of the customs officials and damned foreigners end if you don't like it here why don't you go back where you came from. (l always say there's nothing like travel for promoting international understanding.) Now and again someone would try to move along towards the front of the queue and when this happened the crowd would roar like an animal and I would look shocked end policemen would come and push us and shout to us to form fours.While I was standing there thinking it was a pity 1 couldn't print soma of the crowd's replies to that last suggestion, Evelyn Smith found me. She said she'd got into the shed by claiming to be my mother. (She isn't, really.) We talked for a while and then I told her to go and sit down, someone had better be fit enough to help carry me out. Besides policemen kept shouting at her, thinking she was trying to break into the queue. Sykora also came along a couple of times, waving encouragingly and asking could he get me something ta eat. I couldn't lift my arms to wave back, but I appreciated the kind thought. After a couple of hours of this I was really seriously considering abandoning my luggage altogether, but the customs officials were now in real fear of being lynched and began to spo^d things up, and at last I found myself et the front of the queue. I was really surprised; I'd ceased believing there was a front to that queue. Thu customs examination itself was quite an anticlimax. I wished I'd had a couple of atomic bombs or something to make it. all worth while. The man rooted around until he came up with a copy of the Çuenniài. He read bits of it here and there, gave me. a peculiar look, and scrawled a rude word on my case. I staggered out of the place with my retinue, casting a lest guilty look at the wretches in the queue who'd been there before me and hoping they wouldn't still be there when I was coming bpek.
in



I'd be arguing with a fen's mothermgmg me a dish oi soup. I must

Cutside the shed, in the fresh clean sir of Hoboken, there were Ken BeAle end another New York fan called Marcombe, Mrs Beck, and her son Calvin Thomas. The letter two nut themselves unreservedly at my Beck and Cal, as it were, and offered to drive me into New York for lunch. I said I'd just as soon have a hamburger though, so we stopped off at a diner in the Palisades. I had my first hamburger, closely followed by my second and third. As far as I was concerned the food problem in America was now solved. I phoned Dave Kyle from there, but the fares he quoted were so much more than I expected that I decided to take the bus after all. Joe Gibson then said he would go this afternoon too, instead of waiting till tomorrow. There were a few hours to spare before the bus left, so I phoned H.L.Gold and invited myself down to his- apartment. We ell set off again in the car. On the way Calvin was stopped by the police for speeding, but Mrs Back said she wouldn't do it again. The policeman ves so taken aback by this that he let us off and went sway by himself to think it over.At the Greyhound Station the party disintegrated. Joo went home to peck, Sykore went on to work, the Bucks want to leave their car in, and Evelyn end I made our way to Gold’s apartment. It was a nice place, full of interesting things like advance copies, manuscripts, galley proofs, boor, end H.L.Gold After sn hour or so the Becks arrived, but it was already past the time we should leave for the bus. The Becks said hello and goodbye to Gold in the same breath and we all sat off again. Calvin and. Evelyn Smith had a polite but heartfelt argument about the comparative advantages of taxi and subway, which Cal won after Evelyn had virtually thrown herself in front of several cabs without avail. Thore followed a series of wild dashes frorp train to train, the monotony of which was relieved by fighting with the rush- hour crowd and discussing the correct route, Everyone was solicitous about my welfare in the rush hour of a crowded city, not having seen this particular sheltered flower boarding a tram in Ballymacarrett on a wet night, »hy, here there weren't even any people being dragged along the ground. We got to the bus station ®t 5.29 end Joe greeted us wryly with thenews that we had an hour to spare since th<£> bus left on Standard Time and apparently Naw York was on Daylight Saving. Feeling like dopes, we went along to a drugstore. I only wanted something to drink, but MrS Beck was worried about my health end carried on a stout rearguard action aimed at diverting the party to a proper restaurant. She accompanied us into the drugstore under protest and, presumably'out of consideration for the owner’s feelings, switched over to French. I told her I wasn’t hungry in French either and she settled forsay I never expected that six hours after landing in French. It's those little surprises that make
Life was interesting that day. The bus left punctually at 6.30, full of gasoline and good intentions, but only struggled as far as the next stop before the spirit ceased to move it. A procession of mechanics, each clesnur than the last, had conferences over it until finally one with a tie on made the decision .that we should change busses. I think this is his fulltime job.Now, at this point I would like to defend the Greyhound Company egaihst art unfair accusation that has boon levelled against them. It hgs been bruited about, probably by some brute employed by Trailwsys, that our bus broke down three tim’se between New York and Chicago. I am happy to say that this is not true. Not once, in all my long and eventful association with the Greyhound Company, have I known that noble and generous organisation to foist me off with a patched-up bus. Every time one broke down they would simply throw it sway and bring on a new one. Their courage in
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persisting with this policy in the face cf financial ruin was in keeping with the old bus company motto "None but the brave deearve the fare.0 I am glad to Bay it was finally rewarded. You will scarocaly believe this, but the fourth and final' bus did not break down st ell. This remarkable vehicle was immediately whisked away to the Greyhound Research Laboratories, where they are working on a form of Willis-proof transport.Joo and I didn’t talk much at first. Ho had begun the journey by remarking that he didn’t like the stuff I wrote, end since I didn't like to admit that I couldn't for the life of mo remember anything at all ho had written except a space opera in OW distinguished by the use of fens' names, a whole field of conversational gambits was closed. Besides, I was too busy getting my first look at America. Things had been moving toe fast in Now York. I knew I should got some sleep because I hadn’t had any last night end I wasn't expecting to got much more the next few, but it was ell too interesting. I must have fallen asleep for a while though, for in the early morning I woke to find myself in the Ven Vogtian situation of walking along' a long tunnel without knowing how I got there. It took me a few moments to realise I was in gn underground passageway beneath the Pennsylvania Turnpike loading to a diner on the other side; I'd been dreaming I was walking along a corridor on the ship, and even after I’d wakened up I couldn't convince myself that it wasn't the solid •earth that was rolling and pitching, it was ma.By next afternoon wo were so late that the driver just didn't cere any more. Wo must have been a good 200 miles from Chicago when we passed a sign advertising the Morrison Hotel» but I kept expecting it round every corner. It wasn't, end what with the tension end the heat--the lest few busses had had no air-conditioning- — I was s wreck when we did arrive. Lith one last effort I dragged my luggage out end looked round the bus station. Lee Hoffman end Bob Tucker were right in front of me, but for a few seconds I didn't see them. Maybe I had never really believed they were real people. Then they came suddenly into focus and I thought they were just like their photographs, only different. Better-looking for one thing. I'd been geared up to anything, eVen Robert Bloch and 20000 snakes, end it was a relief to find only two.,Two. people I mean of course, though I learned later that they and Robert Bloch had planned a particularly fiendish welcome for me at the hotel which didn't come off only because Bloch didn't get time to organise it. I was to be shewn into my room to find Ginny Saari in the bed and there was to be a knock at the door snd the house detective asking had I a woman in there and when said no he was to throw another one in and there were to be blackmailers and jealous husbands end a gunbattle with blank cartridges ending in Tucker being shot and bleeding tomato ketchup all over the floor. Tucker's death would have been the give-away of course, I couldn't be expected to believe that. At the time I wasn’t too unhappy that all this fell through. I hadn’t seen Ginny Saari yet.Tucker took over and whisked us all efficiently over to the hotel by cab. Joe wont to his room to lie down. I don't know if it did him any good, but it made me feel a lot better. At least I had stood up to the heat and everything as wall as a native of New Mexico. In my own room Lee enrolled me into the Confederate Army and gave me 8 cap with the initials FLEAC on it. In case there is anyone in fandom I didn’t explain this to at the Masquerade Bell, it stands for ’Fandom’s Leading Expert and Critic' a distinction conferred on me in a New Worlds article describing the members of the International Fantasy Award panel. Vince Clarke has never let me live it down, though I pointed out to him that I had reviewed a book once and that the 'expert' was an obvious misprint for 'export.' I countered by formally designating Lee an Honorary Irish Fan and giving her my other harp brooch brought specially for the occasion, These solemn ceremonies concluded, we went down with'¿ea Mahaffey and Bob Tucker to get something to eat.Over the meal Hoffman and Tucker told me all about how they'd been waiting for me for three hours and.:had gone to wait in the railroad station because it had a much nicer waiting room but I wasn't thero either, end I told them of my adventures 



with the Greyhound Company. Then there was e stunned silence as everyone realised what an extraordinary thing vss happening. We could understand each other; Contempt was heaped on a certain Vince Clarke. I was immensely relieved, though I’d been prepared to deal with the first sign of communication trouble by taxing-out a piece of paper, drawing nine concentric circles on it, and pointing to the third one. Still dazed and exhausted, but very happy, I made three puns, of which Tucker caught the third and worst one. He solemnly snook me by ths hand, now convinced that I wasn’t an imposter even if I hadn't gov an Irish accent« (l do wish the British and Americans would get together and como to some agreement as to whether I have an incomprehensible brogue or an English accent.)On the elevator back upstairs we werb the first to make the acquaintance of Bellhop No.31---- also known as ’Lovertcy’ from what the liftgirl called him. He revealed himself to be no ordinary bellhop, but a fen. He was thrilled to find a science fiction convention being h^ld right under his nose and declared his intention of throwing up his job so that he could attend it. Meanwhile, he said, if there was anything we vented, anything at all, just cell on him. Nothing was too much trouble for a fellow fen. And of course there would be no question of payment. We told him who Bea was and she enrolled him as s Convention member right there in the elevator. He was as good as his word, as many fens found out, but Tucker has bean so calloused by years of vile huckstering that he has forgotten the innocent sincerity of the dewy-eyed neofan. At any rate, when Loverboy imported a couple of cellgirls into the room where the poker school was in session everyone fought shy of them and they were finally taken over by two rival pros, who found that they were indeed ’on the house.’ Tucker's anguish when he heard this was heart-rending. "Of course they weren't pretty," he said, "But My Ghod , FOR FREE'2" ..............................This astonishing narrative to be continued....................”..„But Charlie Dye got 75/ a‘week



by Bob SilvorborgPublishers are busy people, and probably can’t be bothered with such insignificant details as the names of the men who write their books. Now that science fiction is Respectable, apparently Gnome Press feels that it is no different from any other outfit. I commend your careful study of Gnome’s advertisement in the May aSF, whiich offers books by Greenberg, van Vogt, Arthur Clarke, Lewis Padgett, and Clifford D. Simak. Of all tfeese people, the only ones whose names were spelled correctly were Greenberg and van Vogt (and perhaps we should exclude Greenberg, since he owns the company and might reasonably be expected to spell his name correctly.) But—"Pagett," "Clark," and—horror—"Siwack." Clarke, besides being deprived of his distinctive silent "e" had the name of his great novel garbled to "Prelude to Fame". I detect a trend.
* * *Don’t You Read Q Department; From Der Voodvork Out, Silverberg, Q 19, Apr 52; "I wonder if Philip Wylie will sue Keasler if OPUS survives to its 21st issue?" Fantastuff, Terry Carr, Peon Nov 52; 'Mill Max Keasler be sued by Philip Wylie if his fanzine OPUS reaches to its 21st issue?" 
♦ * *Since I’m sore at Charles Wells for leaving me out of his excerpt from the 1950- 2000edition of the "Immortal Storm" in his new fanzine, "Fiendetta," I’ll be picayune and quote a glaring error from said excerpt; he claims Frieberg Weinhaufer was the first pro editor to publish a fanzine while editing a prozine. This is, of course, wrong, since Charles Hirnig published "The Fantasy Fan" for three years while editing Wonder Stories. And Robert Lowndes had his hands in numerous Futurian publications after becoming an editor. So there, Wells. And how is it your author completely forgot the contributions of Paul Janssen? Here is the man who aided Willis in his hour of greatest need, not to mention his four-term presidency of N3F—and you omit him completely.’ Hor shame, Wells, for shame. • * *It’s getting close to Christmas, so...the first ten overseas fans who write Bob Silverberg, 760 Montgomery St., Brooklyn 13, N.Y., will receive samples of the current issue of SPACESHIP. • * *And isn’t the stf field ridiculous now? SPACE SF, a newcomer with just three issues behind it and practically no regular following built.up, has announced that it is going monthly. And before the next year is out, Imagination, If, Fantastic, and foo knows how many others may be on the twelve-a-year-tag. During 1952, Startling, OW, F&SF, and Space all converted to monthly, to join aSF, Galaxy, AS, and FA. It’s too much. 
♦ * *Thanks to Kiff-Davis for finally bringing the terrible twins to a timely end. The news that the March 1953 issues will be the last for FA and the last crud issue of Amazing is the best I’ve heard yet. And with one fell swoop we loose two more of the pulp-format mags, and also shed two monthlies. The new Amazing will be bi-monthly. I fear it isn’t going to keep "The Club House" and this may be harmful to fandom. I 



suggest that fans bombard 3-D with requests to reinstate the valuable Phillips column, should it be dropped.
* * ♦Reading I've liked: my pet stories of the year drawing to a close form quite a list. S3: "Journey To Barkut", "The Lovers", "Asylum Earth". ASF: Nearly every l<bng story, but especially "Gunner Cade", "Dumb Waiter" and "Blood Bank". Galaxy; A good deal, chiefly "Gravy Planet". F&SF: "Bring The Jubilee" may have been the best s-f magazine story in years. Everytning else in F&SF this year was top drawer.The pulps had a good year, with reasonably high qualityj. SS and TWS continued the peak set by Merwin, while aSF had a tremendous year, its best since before the war. Galaxy deteriorated considerably, with much of its fistion as slick and shiny as its Kromekote covers, but still ran- good stuff. F&SF is completely indescribably, and, now that it’s running novels, will, someday be as good as Unknown was, and in much the same vein. '■Writers of the year were Ualtör Miller and Jack Vance. Most promising new mag was Fantastic, with Sphce SF second. Short stories, novelets, and cover paintings were perhaps at an all-time high; the year was featured by the amazing turnabout in Bergey and the fine work of Schomburg and Emsh.
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Predictions for 1953: Planet will gc quarterly once again; Sam Mines’s mags will break all s-f pulp circulation records except those set by Shaver. Walter Miller will be acclaimed as a new Heinlein, selling a serial to aSF or Galaxy or both. Earle Bergey will become one of the most popular cover artists, and Ziff-Davis’s "Fantastic" will con-- tinue to improve.-- '(Who ■ could dream, in 1949, that Bergey or Ziff-Davis would be praised?) ■ ' :'1953 -will see a trend back to the pulp format from digest size, with several pulp houses adding to their lists with s-f titles. ■ ■* * * *Since writing the above, word has reached me of'-the death last month of Earle Bergey. It came as a' complete shock, something which is hard to imagine-. Bergey, hardly a person as much as a symbol for all that was bad on stf x covers, dead.’ IE is, perhaps, ironic, that after drawing unabated abuse from the fans for his never-ending bem-triangle .covers of 1940-50 period, he would die just when the fans were beginning to appreciate his artistry. -The "new" Bergey of the past year and a half was one of the top illustrators of pulp sf, and we regret his passing, not only because he was a landmark in s-f but because he



3 ■was a top flight cover artist when not hankered by editorial policy. Earle K. Bergey most abused of all cover artists, will no longer be the trademark of SS and TWS. It seems hard to believe. ■* * * * * * *The new crop of cover artists seems promising. I have- nothing but loathing for the work of Walter Popp, who, so far, has shown a talent for producing Bergey-like scenes with none of Bergey’s mechanical proficiency. Ed Emshwiller is one of the best prospects in years--he’s yat to do a bad cover, and his interior work is fine. The army will shortly release Walter Miller (no relation to the author) who was number one artist at aSE until the draft cut short, his career.,. And Paul Calle, who had acquired a considerable reputation, should be out of the army shortly as well. As for the other new cover artists—-I haven’t been noticing who’s done the 1952 Ziff-Davis covers, but they’ve been as uniform a collection of slop as I’ve ever seen. Why isn’t Robert Gibson Jones, once so popular, used by ZD any more? A. Leslie Hoss was introduced with mych fanfare, by Lowndes, but I can’t seem to appreciate the unusual Ross style. aSF'added one Pawelka to its stall this year but so far he has produced nothing outstanding. Jack Coggins, an old hand at illustrating but new to stf has done four covers this year, two good, two poor,, I still have yet «o find anyone who can match Hubert Roger’s prewar work for aSF. 
* * * ♦No one seems to have noticed that James Blish’s excellent "Surface Tension" (GSF Aug 52) which was acclaimed by many as the year’s best novelet, is actually a rewritten and vastly expanded version of "Sunken Universe" by the same author, which appeared in Super Science Stories for May 1942 and" was subsequently reprinted in that mag after rhe war, under the byline of "Arthur Merlyn". 
♦ * *Moneysavers Department: the series of Cherry Tree Fantasy Books from England continues unabated. 21/ pocket-book reprints of'US hardcovers. These pbs are high-quality in format, as opposed to most British pbs, and are top-drawer economizers The third group of four has just been issued, featuring two magnificent buys, one so-so, and one dud. The four are "Typewriter in the' Sky" and "Fear" in one volume (what a bar- hain.’ Two Hubbard novels from Unknoim for a dime each.’); "The Thing From Another(orld" (which is our old friend. "Who Goes There" masquerading under its more popularname. This is a collection of seven of the best s-f stories ever written, led off by the all-time tops in s-f chills.) The so-so is James Walsh’s dreary "The Vanguard toNeptune," a story by a British•author which appeared in Wonder Quarterly in 1932, andv/hich has never appeared in US hardcovers. The dud is Theresa DuBois’ "Solution T-25" Which appeared here in 1950 as an original hardcover in the Doubleday‘line, and which drew deserved catcalls from reviewers.This series is one of the best reprint strings of all—the other eight titles are "Sinister Barrier","The Last Spaceship", "The Kid From Mars", "Flight into Space", "Ralph 124C41 Plus", "The Sunken World", "Gabriel Over The White House, " and "Jolin Carstair's" a half-and-half assortment of mediocre and great stories in neat format at 21/ a throw. Interested fans can get any of the series from Ken Slater or toher British fans at face value. ( (We suggest Ken at ¿his address: Capt K. Slater 13 Gp RPC - BAOR 15 - c/o GPO England or Chuch Harris - "Carolin" - Lake Ave - Rainham - Essex, England.))And that closes up shop for now. -----Bob Silverberg"Smoke Smith & Wesson, the cigarette containing gunpowder. You’ll get a bang out of it



Dear Friends,Instead of the other material scheduled for this issue, we are bringing you the remainder of THE HaHP STATESIDE. It was originally intended both by this editor and by WAW that the Harp be published in one piece in an issue all to itself. Your editor fouled up the whole affaifi and apologies to Walt. The rest of you peasants will please accept this issue as is. And please bear with us through our postal silence, our mishmoshed Quandrys, and the other symptoms of confusion (no relation to Shelby Vick). The long sad tale of "why" would only bore you and us both.This issue is counted against your sub as two issues af Q, like the numbers on the cover infer. Next issue will be out some time next year.Have fun............
((apologies to ShelVy for swiping so many of his ideas...like the title above)) "With an imagination like that, you should be a science friction fan.......................”

THE HARP STATESIDE (con’t)The party that evening consisted of us four plus Robert Bxoch, Marty Greenberg, Dave Kyle, and Evelyn Gold-----ft nice number. It kept moving from room to room to keep from getting any bigger, on a sort of reversal of the snowball principle. Every now and then somebody would ring up and somebody would answer the phone "Communist Party Headquarters" while the others would talk loudly and gutterally about htom bomb plans and NKDD agents and so on. If the enquirer persisted he’d be told to call back in five minutes and the Party would pick up ihe drinKs and silently steal away. Ever#- time tnis happened Evelyn Gold would suggest with her beautifully acted ingenuousness that we move to her room because there was an osculating fan and so on. I mention all this not because it was the witticism of the century, chough it went over big at the time, but because it i is my mission in life to explain the interlineations in QUANDRY. It was after midnight before the Party got another recruit. Tucker greeted him with a too innocent enquiry as to why he wasn’t writing in aSF these days and I guessed it was George 0. Smith. I was told the Convention could be regarded as having started now. I saw what they meant. For one thing, GOSmith is a taller of shaggy dog stories who might be Equalled by Deter Phillips, but no one else.About 2 am—we were in GOSmith’s room by them—everyone decided to go out and get something to eat. In the restaurant people were- telling mildly risque jokes and Dave Kyle came solicitously down the table to make sure all the words were familiar to me. The were, and the stories. At the dest going out someone, probably Bloch, suggested we send h postcard, to marty Greenberg, who’m we’d lost some time ago. Somebody, probably Bloch, wrote something witty and we all signed out names. On the way back to the hotel someone even remembered to nail it. The fact that they (con’t overpage)—17— 



mailed it in a garbage can shouldn't be taken as an aspersion either on Bloch's literary style or Greenberg's living habits. It was just that kind of party.Back in the hotel about three o'clock it suddenly occurred to GOSmith to wonder if Boucher had arrived yet. A man of action, George called the number. After justabout the time needed to wake a man out of and after some gay if one-sided badinage he hung up again. George couldn't understand it. This wasn't like Good Old Tony. He must have been cut off. He called the number again, listened to Good Old Tony for a moment, and then put down the receiver with an injured look on his face. That bastard Boucher couldn't do that to him. ’Vs must all go along to his room immediately and kick the door in. Or, better still, push a strip of film under the door and ignite one end of it. The sheer beauty of this glorious suggestion moved us almost to tears, but after some talk George finally settled for us all cancelling our1 subs to F&SF.Some time later I went to bed for the fi

a sound sleep at 3am, Boucher answered;

time since Tuesday morning. I musthave got up again a little later that Friday, but I don't remember it. In fact the whole day was a complete blank until I read Gregg Calkins' report in Oopsla. From that I see I was sitting on the floor outside the Convention Committee suite some time that morning. That's right,. Let's see, I remember now I was talking to somebody there when I saw Rich Elsberry who was one of the people I specially wanted to meat so I excused myself and ran after him end we had walked once round the hotel when someone celled ms into ths Committee suite to tell ma about soma change in my part of the programme and since I hadn't even sosn ths programme yet because the postal d.livery on board ship was so bad it was all on<> to me end on the way out again to rejoin Elsberry I met Eva Firestone and GMCerr and Ray Higgs and had boon talking to thorn for a while when someone called ma away to meet Howard Browne who said he knew I didn't think much of AMAZING but didn't I think FANTASTIC was all right end they had printed a quarter million copies of it and he hoped the fens liked it and he seemed very pleasant and almost deferential and I remembered all the rude things I'd said about him and was quite taken aback to find ho had read them because I never think of anyone reading Quandry uxcent Leu and Shelby and Harris and Clarke and Bloch and a few other people I like though I knowmit has a bigger circulation then that end then someone said Forry Ackerman is here and asking after you so I said yes I thought FANTASTIC; wes the best-looking sf mag ever published without too much emphasis on the 'looking' and went to say hello to Forry whom I was now meeting for the third time London, Belfast, Chicago---- and we shouted at each other for a few minutes until Forry said look here's John W. Camnbell don't you want to meet him and I thought hell no because ghod knows he might have read some of the things I wrote about him too and how could .I .explain in this madhouse that I was rude to him not because I didn't think he was a good editor but because I knew he was but not so good he could do it without trying so I said not now but hey you come and meet Lee Hoffman because it was one of my pet ambitions to introduce two of America's elltime top fens to one another so we went outside and I introduced Forry Ackerman to Lee Hoffmen fan historians please note and we all sat at the end of the corridor outside the suite and talked end after e while the place was full of BNFs with Lee and 4e and Tucker and Bloch and Kessler and Elsberry and Celkins end the Committee room must have been empty now because there was a sea of feces stretching as far as the oye could see with McNeil’s rising on the horizon like a full moon and we talked for a while but all I can remember is that Tucker said he once advertised auto-grephed copies of the Jeinbeum Memorisi Volume for sale and got three replies andThursday—Friday IS



that Gregg Calkins presented him with 8 ’Little Gem Dandy Huckster Badge’ in pokerwork and I thought th^ poker work touch was specially aonropriato and Bloch had his head in Hoffman's lap and somewhere in ths distance GMCarr or someone with a carrying voice was talking in absolutely wonderful interlineations like CHCCVHR TAKES THAT' JOB'HAS GCT TO D ¡DICATE HIS LIFT TO GOOD OLD’nSFand later I had to go into the Committee room -gain because Ginny Seari wanted me to write out some facts of interest about myself and I thought sho was Judy Mey because I didn't see hov anyone as beautiful as that could have existed in fandom without me hearing about them end though of course I couldn't refuse her anything I just couldn't think of anything to say except maybe that I had introduced Forry Ackerman to Lou Hoffman end puzzled over it for quite a while end then dodidud I'd wait until she asked for it agsin and then find out whet it was for so I just waited and watched Max Kessler throwing a ono-^n exhibition of his serious artwork ■ which is just like his unserious artwork except that the nudes ere a bit toore twisted looking and wns' thrilled to meet Ray Nelson who I think is on<> of the few true geniuses in fandom end tried to get him to promise to do me soma cartoons notknowing that this is the wrong approach because Nelson never promises to do cartoons he just doos them nnd..whst you have to da is follow him around with e pencil and prpor and put thorn in front of him whenever he sits down and hope for the best and you're liable to get it because I saw him l^ter turning out masterpieces for Ke-slor nt the r^te of one a minute which made me even more jealous of Kessler since all I'd got was on» little cartoon which I'm beginning to be dreadfully afraid I've lost though maybe it'll turn up in the mail one of these days like the airmailed sock I got in Savannah but after a while Ginny Saari seemed to have disappeared so I went outside again and everyone was gone except GOSmith who said Dona had told him he needn't promise to call on them in N-w Krk so I said come home if he didn't get me tothanks very much I’d. love to*I'dhate to come between 8 man and his wife and we stayed talking for a while until Sturgeon came past and George started speculating to his face about why it had grown a beard and I made a little joke ebout it end Sturgeon went on out and closed the door behind him and then came back to say I heard that it was good andI was pleased although it wasn’t because most times nobody hears my jokes because I'm inclined to throw thorn away which is maybe the bast thing to do yith thorn and shortly afterwards I left GOSmith end wandered downstairs or rather downelevator by myself to the lobby where I fell among hucksters more or less the same crowd as last night except that something new had been added called Jim Webbert only of course I didn't know who he was and took him for another vile huckster although he kept offering me cigarettes and exploding his lighter under my nose and I don't think he knew who I was either but figured that if I was with the pros I was important enough to be offered cigarettes to and it turned out he had a notebook with all the important people's favourite cigarettes and drinks listed and everyone was amused when Tucker asked had ho sexual preferences listed too end because he had John W. Campbell end George 0. Smith on the seme page and it was all very interesting but I figured there should be a lot of people arriving I wanted to meet like Manly Banister and Shelby Vick and Henry Burwell so I excused myself on the grounds that I wanted to see if the Terrace Casino was available for the recording Gragg Galkins wanted to make of FANNIUS McCAINIUS with the original cast and in the Friday



lobby I ran across Lee Hoffman whom I hadn't seen since morning and we went down to the terrece casino but instead of fens it was full of- peculiar people like accountants or Catholic girls or something so we went up to the lobby again and met various people arriving and then went with Sam Moscowitz to Wimpey's Glorified Han burger where we drank several chocolate malts and talked about one thing end probably another but the only thing I can remember is how wonderful chocolate malts were so that I swore a mighty oath that I would drain Chicago dry of chocolate malt but I had the job only half finished when we went back to the hotel end roamed around talking to lots of people but none of them scorns to have written 8 convention report yet so I don't know who they wore.And that’s all I can remember about Friday. Or rather most of Friday end a good part of Saturday. I do remember though, with horrid vividness, that the phone rang at 7.30am that morning. I didn't think there even was such a time. It was Dave Ish, He had just arrived, and was full of energy and enthusiasm and horrible things like that. There should be 8 law against young fens arriving at Convention hotels at impossible times in the morning full of energy and enthusiasm. I explained that I'd had less than eight hours sleep in the last five days end the convention hadn't even started yet, and that if I got up at all that day it would be after noon. I dropped the receiver in the general area of the rest end relapsed into unconsciousness. I should have told the operator not to put through any mpra calls, but at the time such a brilliant stratagem was beyond my powers of thought. The phone began to ring every ten minutes. After a while I began answering it "Peter Graham speaking" and when they asked for me I told them Willis was dead. But no one believed it but me.Finally I gave in and got up, almost falling asleep in the shower. I went downstairs and had four cups of coffee. I met Dave Ish on the way, but decided to let him live. It was still to hot to eat, and besides I felt terrible. I met Keasler and Hoffman end we bought 8 bottle of Indian ink and went up to my room. It wasn't an artists* drinking party, we just wanted to make some additions to the Tucker Hotel plan I'd brought with me. Then we just sat there half asleep and talked until it was time to register for the convention. We took our places at the end of the line. I had my membership ticket all ready---- I’d been careful to pack it because I’d have a long way to go back for it--but someone brought Lee and me along to the front and registered us before everyone else. The direct administration of raw egoboo like that can be embarrassing.At a quarter to three we were in the Convention Hall looking for a table. I wanted one near the door so that at least I wouldn't snore right into the PA system, but someone called us and we were wedged at a crowded table half way down the terrace. The Convention was supposed to start at three, but it wasn't until 4.15 that Korshsk got up and announced there had been a delay--soms of us had noticed that--and that it was due to the fact that Catholic girls had been using the hall. You got the impression that they had been doing Nameless Things in it. He promised faithfully that there would be no further delay. This announcement was punctually followed by ten minutes delay, during which someone called plaintively for Bea Mahaffey over the PA system. Many fens who also wanted Bea Mahaffey felt that the PA system gave him an unfair advantage. After e final desperate entreaty "Does anyone know where Bea is?" Bill Handing made a graceful little speech of welcome end lorshak got up to introduce the guests.In some ways this was the best turn of the Convention. Korshak's eyesight is on a psr with his knowledge of present-day fandom, end he spent more time apologising for the first than introducing the second. After picking out the few notables in the front rows he peered despairingly about the auditorium, being finally reduced to calling on just anyone whose name ha happened to know. He had announced first that he was going to "jump from table to table", a prospect which delighted many of us who felt that an acrobatic turn of this sort was just what the Convention needed and were looking forward to the review of it in the BURROUGHS BULLETIN, But before Friaay- — Cainruny ' ' ' -



he even started besting his breast end swinging on the chandelier» Korshak unaccountably turned vicious, threatening to "strike here and there st random1’ end to-hit as many people et the tables as he possibly could.J the guests and they cowered in the shadows so that he couldn't find them. This seemed to infuriate Korshak even more. He knew they were there ell right. He produced the registration papers to prove it, and revealed blackly that he was going to "shoot up and down the list, picking out the highspots”. Among the highspots so nicked out were various ornaments of antediluvian fandom, well known tofan historians, and such luminaries of tomorrow's fandom as Harlan Ellison and Roger Sims. Among the nonentities left to their obscurity were Lee Hoffman, Max Kessler, Shelby Vick, Henry Burwell, Rich Elsberry, Eva Firestone, GMCsrr, and virtually every other fan who has 

Naturally, this terrified [
I K/WJ

been hyperactive in the last few years. The only reason I got among the immortals was that for a good half hour Henry Burwell had been shouting 'Walter Willis!” end passing cards uo under Korshsk's nose with "INTRODUCE WALT WILLIS" written on them in block letters. He was on the point of organising a fireworks display with my name spelled out in coloured lights when Korshak, running out of names he remembered from the most recent issue, of THE TIME TRAVELLER, reluctantly introduced me. I stood up and waved a programme, grinning foolishly. After a decent interval I sat down again, and noticed to my dismay that Korshak was still peering desperately about the auditorium. I looked around for something to throw at him, but before I could lift the table he asked me to stand up again. I stood up, waved programmes above my head like a helicopter, end was about to let off a small hydrogen bomb when he saw me. I was the only fan introduced twice to that convention. No wonder McCain thinks I have a split personality.Korshak at lest gave up the struggle and introduced the members of the Committee who were, fortunately, just under his nose. Judy Mey then introduced the gavel which is to be handed down from convention to convention, and very nearly broke the line of descent there and then by hitting the table two terrible blows with it. After a nice little speech about the present-day prestige of science fiction sho was presented with a bouquet of roses slightly bigger than herself but not half as attractive.After that I'll bet there were announcements end things, but I was feeling too dreadful to pay any attention to them. I decided that if I was going to last throu^i this convention I would have to get some sleep, so I went to bed. This was the most sensible thing I have ever done in my life. I left instructions for Lee to ring me at p.30 sharp, which she says sho did. In fact she says she rang for five minutes without getting any answer. She got worried and called Shelby Vick, who came in from next door to view the body. He didn't have either the heart or the strength to waken me, but he could see I was breathing so he left me until about 11. I got up, still feeling fairly dopey, and wandered into Burwell's room where a girl called Rosen whom I'd never hoard of before camo up and called me a chiseller. My morale momentarily shattered by this unexpected attack on its most vulnerable point, I retreated through the next room and took a glass of whiskey, Lee Hoffman, and an elevator up to the top floor. We looked in at the penthouse party but it was too noisy for us in our present state so wo just sat for a while on the steps to the observation tower and locked at Chicago and talked. After a while we went Wi to-the .penthouse party, just in time to be thrown out along with everyone else.



I don't know what had teen going on----all we had seen was Sturgeon playing his guitar and it didn’t seen as bad as all that---- but I suppose this was the night all the damage was done in the penthouse, because it was the next day that ell the rumours started about Les Cole having flown back to Frisco in an unscheduled huff, disenchanted with fandom. Actually he did stay on in the hotel, though he withdrew from all participation in the official programme and he certainly was sore. No wonder, because it seems there was over a hundred dollars worth of damage done to the Little Men's penthouse that night. At the end of the Convention they were afraid to check out because they hadn't got the money to pay for it. Burwell overheard them discussing it and though he hadn't been in the penthouse said he didn’t like to think of them going home failing like that about fans end gave Les $20 towards the bill. Ed Wood chipped in with another ten and so.did one L.J.Grant of Chicago. These wore all the names I was able to get , but in s few minutes Les had more than $100 and just stood there with tears in his eyes. That's just typical of fandom. Sometimes it’s enough to disenchant anyone, but it's full of nice people.There was such an immense horde of refugees from the penthouse waiting for the elevators that Lu« suggested wo walk down to the ?Oth Floor end catch the local.■ysclf and Forry Ackerman and a few other congenital maniacs followed her, end some hours later staggered out into the ?,Oth F3oor, which amazingly enough was still there. We wouldn't have been surprised if the hotel had been rebuilt in our absence. Ke went on down to the Committee suite, but one look at that amoeba-like mass was enough« e decided we'd prefer a nice roomy sardins can any day and went out for some chocolate malts. At least that's what I had. Nectar! Then we went back to the Atlanta suite and talked till some time in the morning.I got up at ten, feeling fine except for worry about my speech at the banquet. I went next door to find that Burwell end Vick and Calkins had bean up all night, and looked it. So had Bea Mahaffey, who didn't. I took some of their coffee and iced water, which were both at the same temperature, and began to write my speech on Burwell's portable typor. Of course I'd had s speech written out weeks ago, full of fan- nish allusions, but one look st that Convention told me it wouldn’t do. Then I had break-' fast with Hoffman, Keasier, Kyle and Calkins and wont along to the FABA meeting. I don't know if it was eve« by thenor whether it just never got started, but the only faps present were GMCarr, Lee Hoffman, Hal Shapiro, Martin _Alger end Valter Coslet , and th^ra. was just some desultory conversation. I think everyone was subconsciously expecting Burbee and Laney A < to appear in their midst in a pillar of fire. There had been a rumour they were here the u L-previous day—Elsberry and Shapiro and Briggs had passed themselves off on Lebbert as Boggs, Laney and Burbee---- but no one else was fooled _____ ^-=a-except Kessler and Hoffman and me. \ie merely heard that Boggs had arrived, which we just, could wish ourselves into believing, and ell three of us rushed madly along to the room only to find Elsberry grinning at us sarcastically.Unpunctually st 1.45 the Convention started again, with the pro editors' panel. Boucher said the various magazines were not competitors, and something else equally genial but not so ridiculous on which I can't decipher my notes. I wish those people would speak more legibly. Browne, on the defensive right from the start, talked about the letters he'd been getting on 'asbestos paper' and defiantly described Micky Spillane (currently disfiguring in FANTASTIC) as "one of the best science fiction writers in America.'’ Through the general daze induced by this remarkable appraisal Browne tried to pass off on us the equally remarkable argument Saturday-Sunday



that if fans didn't object to sf in the Saturday Evening Post they had no right to object when sf magazines printed detective stories. (Mr Spillane's career as a science fiction writer had lasted approximately 30 seconds.) This was more or less equivalent to saying that if we didn't object to digging our food out of ths ground we had no right to object whoa wo were served dirt in our dinner. This glittering target hung temptingly in the air, but John W. Campbell manfully ignored it in favour of a few stultifyingly uncontrpversial remarks about the various magazines being complementary to one another. Evelyn Gold promptly livened things up again by being uncomplimentary to aSF with a deliciously innocent comment about how she—or at least GALAXY--kept following Mr Campbell, obviously implying just the opposite. She went on to give some interesting news, as did Lester del Ray who said he had got up out of bed to follow her. No one found this surprising. Hamling engagingly .defended IMAGINATION'S 'all things to all fen' policy and was followed by new boy Sam Mines. He started off by saying how as an editor among all these writers and fans he felt like a carrot entering a group of hungry rabbits, but the audience found him very much to their taste and h- went down very well.Palmer made a speech about 0’7’s policy as disarmingly frank as his own editorials. CM had no policy. He said however that it had a new. associate editor,in the form of Bea Mahaffey. I can think of few better forms, but I doubt if in actual fact Bea can ever be really much more than a glorified consultant. The man who pays the paper calls the tune. Though I must say that Palmer told me later that he recently wrote e story' for 0W and submitted it to Bea, who rejected it. He rewrote it and Bea rejected it again, whereupon he sent it to Howard Browne. (l don't know what Browne did with it--he seems to be at the end of the line. Maybe he passed it on to the Saturday Evening Post. )Quinn of IF made a short but amusing speech quoting a letter by a fan who panned everything in IF unmercifully and then enclosed a sub. Guinn seemed to think this nullified the criticism, it not having occurred to him that the fan was probably a completist.Next came the questions session, starting off with one that was inspired only in the sense that it had been cooked up beforehand to start the balls rolling. It was why they were all in the editing business. Reasons varied from love of money to marrying H.L.Gold, but most of them said they liked it too, even Howard Browne. JWC said it was because he was interested in speculative thinking and wanted someone to help him do it. It's interesting that JLC was the only parson there who could not only say that sincerely, but be believed.In a discussion about format Browne said Ziff Davis thought the pulp mag was dead. No one suggested they knew because they had killed it.A more interesting question was why editors don't write more. JwC , at whom it was obviously aimed, said he had a sort of gentleman's agreement with Street and Smith. Apparently ho didn't think it was quite fair to S&S to write independently while in their employ, and S&S didn't think it was quite fair either. Something will have to be done about Street and Smith.After they had all been coy about their circulation there vane - a question which gave everyone their long awaited chance to jump on Howard Browne. It was "What is,the place in science fiction of the impinging fields of detective fiction etc?" Or, in English, "Micky'Spillane! What the hell?"Browne came out of his corner fighting. Millions of people read Spillane.He would help FANTASTIC make money and that, he implied, was that. Evelyn Gold, unsheathing her claws again, apologised for not being able to hear what Browne had said, though she was sitting right beside him. She didn't think Spillane would attract steady readers. Browne, speaking a little louder, said if he was proved wrong he was willing to take his place in the breadline. Apparently he kneaded the dough.Mines said,nothing of importance and Boucher said that was what he was just going to say. In an improbable alliance with Browne JLG vouchsafed the opinion



that the best source of new sf readers was from among detective story readers. Del Rey made the excellent point that there were no detective^story readers. Browne said.there were no detective story readers because there were no good detective stories, pel Rey said there were no good detective storiee_becau.se there were no'detective story readers.Before it had been decided which came first, the grunch or the eggplant, the argument concluded. It's difficult to say who won it. In a sense Browne did, because he brought everyone else down to his level. The whole thing was fought on the basic assumption that the only criterion was commercial success, whereas-- though it may sound old-fashioned end old world the real point is that anyone who traffics in the effluents from the Spillane sewer is doing real harm to his fellow men. Marihuana peddling is also commercially successful.On the question of reprints Browne was more likeable. He was so disarmingly frank that one felt pretty sure neither Mr Ziff nor Mr Davis was within earshot. He said Ziff had made him reprint the Poe stories, and all he could do was pick the shortest ones he could find. "Mr Ziff," he said, "thinks that Mr Poe is. S-t.iIL-- writing good science fiction."After the questions the speakers all stood up amid apnleo'o, like the lest night of a musical comedy, and the convention adjourned for the auction. I didn't intend to try to buy anything, though I thought I might bid for the April 43 aSF if it came up, just to perpetuate a fennish tradition. I just wandered around locking for people I'd missed seeing so far and trying net to get to nervous about the banquet. I didn't succeed too well at either. Inexorably the hour came when I had to mount the platform. Among those present on the scaffold at this time were deCamp, E.E.Smith, Clifford- Simak , end Jack Williamson. I carried on brief conversations with them all as we drifted pest one another like ships in the night, driven by the whims of the organisers in their attempts to arrange us in the least hideous array. Simak and I played several rubbers of musical chairs which I must have won, because I was finally placed next to Ginny Saari. Or maybe this was on the theory that no one locking in that direction would notice me, for I noticed to my slight horror that everyone else was dressed up while I was still in sportscoat and baggy trousers. However I hadn't anything else with me so there was nothing to be done except look as if I was an apostle of dress reform. It's not the sort of thing that really embarrasses me--I just hoped the Committee's feelings weren't hurt•After some more arranging of thorns between roses the banquet was served. I stared at the first dish in horror. Was all my work come to naught? Had I not written a widely disseminated article designed to alert all America as to my tastes in food? And now, at this’banquet expressly designed in my honour, what do they serve me? Lettuce I Oh, the horror of it. I toyed with1the idea of throw- ■”in'gtho plate in the faces of the Committee and stalking out, ignoring their piteous pleas to return. I knew I would have fandom behind me. From LASFS to CSFL fans would breathe to one another in shocked whispers; "Did you hear what they actually served Willis nt the Chicon?"...."Not, not lettuce?"... "Yas, 1M- tuco!" Elsberry would write an Open Letter to Harry B. Moore thanking him for not having poisoned the guests of honour at the Nolacon. I should be a martyr to fandom. Furthermore, I would have got out of making a speech.But on the other hand I was sitting next to Ginny Saari. I remained where I was and toyed idly with the dish. (No, not Ginny Saari.) I poked viciously at the vile stuff until someone came and took away the mangled remains. After that they served some food. It was good, but I partook of it sparingly though I hadn’t eaten since morning. No doubt I was going to disgrace myself in innumerable ways but at least I was not going to be sick. I don't remember what the food was because I was talking to Ginny Saari, but I do remembervthinking that out there in the darkness everyone must be commenting on the peculiar way I used my knife -----------Sunday



and fork. I felt that maybe I should rise end make a bried speech explaining that it wasn't just that I didn't know any better, but that in Aurone everyone ate this way and 1 could prove by time and motion study that it involved less muscular effort, less wear and tear on cutlery, and loss delay in the elevation of nutriment then the American system. But on the whole I decided to restrain my impatience to make a speech.In due courses the banquet ended and the debris was cleared away. '7ill F. Jenkins then performed 195?'s Greatest Service To The Cause Of Science Fiction by remaining absent and leaving Robert Bloch to master the toast. Bloch was wonderful. After his opening remarks I felt deep within mo afirm conviction that it was the unanimous feeling of the Convention that all us other guests should remain silent for the rest of the evening and just let Bloch talk. I for one was willing, nay eager, to sacrifice my own place on the programme. But not so Hugo Gernsback. Nothing was going to ston him reading his speech after he spent all that money getting it printed. He got a tremendous welcome. Personally I thought the ovation was rather to him as the almost accidental symbol of science fiction than to Gernsback himself, but Hugo seemed to entertain no such doubts.Now Hugo is a nice old boy, kind, courteous and a thorough gentleman. He is also the Father of Science Fiction and a respected figure in the publishing world. Furthermore he stood Forry and me a lunch in Los Angelas. All these are mighty virtues. Nevertheless it seems to me that the paper he read, however interesting in itself, was not altogether suitable for the occasion. Itfi;- whole point was that people who foresaw inventions should have a cut of the patent royalties, a suggestion from which no one would stand moru to gain than Hugo Gernsback. In fact, if it had been lawr he would own half the world today and the rest of it tomorrow. It seems to me that a world Science Fiction Convention is not the place to air a private brain wave like this, especially one as odd as the idea that people should be paid just for thinking of things it would be nice to have. I know that Hugo felt he was speaking for all sf writers, but when he was reported in the papers what sort of publicity was going to result? Not something about the prestige of modern science fiction, but that Hugo Gernsback thought of the wheel even before the Russians.However it was a good speech and Hugo sat down to applause not much less enthusiastic than before. Bloch then introduced Sprague de Camp, who obviously loves making speeches. He was good---- a lot funnier than his humorous novels, which to me have always suffered from the slight defect that they aren't funny. Someone told me during the Convention that de Camp has..nil sense ...of humour at. all. However, it seems he is a very.intelligent man, and after many years of observation and experiment he has suece-ed-ad -in -isole-ting the elements in a situation that other people consider amusing. Retiring to the privacy of his laboratory, de Camp then combines these elements in new combinations and produces these novels of his which apparently roll some people in the aisles. However, synthetic or not, his speech struck me as genuinely funny. Maybe he's got hold of a new formula.Doc Smith, who obviously doesn't love making speeches, followed by explaining in his modest way how ho didn't expect to have to make this one, and went on to confess disarmingly that his previous ones had all boon carefully written



out beforehand. I loved this part of his talk, especially when he pointed out that people who can write can often not speak in public and shouldn’t be expected to. Ms and Smith? I thought. But he then cut the ground from under my feet end proved himself a traitor tc tho cause by making one of the best speeches of the Convention. Though I think he’d have got nearly as much applause if he’d merely read the stock exchange quotations in a Swahili dialect, as apparently I did at the Loncon. He is just about the best loved person in science fiction.Simak came next with another intelligent, contribution, but I didn’t hear a word of it because I was on next. This was the moment I’d been dreading for the last six months and it was all worse than my vivid imagination had allowed for, even after seeing that terrifying photo of the Terrace Casino. All those n^nfans , the footlights, the calibre of the other speakers, the microphones which we>e so low I knew I’d have to crouch over them like e gorilla, or risk them coming tt> pieces in my hands when I tried to adjust them. My only comfort was that the Committee had gone out of their way to reassure mo I could be as brief as I liked and since everything was already running late I could take them at their word.bimak finished his speech and sat down. Bloch introduced me in the most tactful and unembarrassing way possible. I walked to the rosbrum. Good old Gwasdorf hurried forward and adjusted the mikes intelligently. I spoke for a few minutes, making three bad jokes that were laughed at and one good one that wasn’t. I went back to my place and sat down. Life, it seemed,.wont on. I had never really thought of it doing that. ’'.Thilo I was getting used to this extraordinary behaviour on the part of life Boucher came up from the floor of the house, with a remark that coming up to the platform like this was a Conventionmanship ploy worthy of Bob Shaw. I was delighted and resolved to airmail Bob about it first thing tomorrow. Boucher finished his witty speech and the banquet was over.St ill suffering from shock I went down into the hall end met Keasler and Hoffman. They threw their arms around me affectionately and said my speech was wonderful and they were proud of me. I loved them for that. They can have my right arm any time they like, and I’ll even pay the postage. I knew it wasn’t true but at least I must have been intelligible. I loved not only Keasler and Hoffman, but everyone the fans, the pros, America, life, the Convention. The Convention! My Ghod, here was this wonderful thing going on and .I’d been wasting half of it‘worrying about a trifle Like a speech. I declared the Convention open as far as Lillis was concerned and went to change my shirt.Soon afterwards theothroe of us mot again in Lee’s room. The function of Max and me was to persuade Loe that she could possibly come to the masquerade in her costume. Te had been ready to do this no matter what tho costumo was, but when we saw it wo knew we had a ghod-giv<jn mission to givo it to tho world. She had mimeoed pages of Q on sheets of silk and made them into a dross, .ith this and ss many other ingenious Hoffmanotions- as a contents page of Q she was attired as its lest issue. e were overcome with admiration, ax was so inspired he resolved to come in costume after all. After some thought he took off his shirt and shoes, rolled up his trousers, and came as a fan from Missouri. I put on my confederate hst end we set off for the elevators.A lot of people had already arrived, and more were coming every minute. Evelyn Gold was fetching as GALA.XY in a stardusted evening dress end many of the other girls had pretty costumes, but the men seemed to prefer to come as monsters. Me roamed around saying-hell o to people, livery time we met someone not in costume I would say ,:I say, that’s, clever," and Lee would say "Gad what a terrifying costume,” and Max would say "Gosh, you look horrible." And of course if they were in costume we would ask them why they weren't. Me did this to &.J,Byrne, who was disguised horribly as The Thing, green skin and fangs and all. He caught on quick and, coming unexpectedly on conservateively dressed Forry Ackerman, reeled away gibbering witn terror. Shortly the nunch was served. This was compounded from fruit juice and. absolute alcohol under the expert supervision of George 0. Smith, whom Sunday



the Little Men had co-opted as spirituous adviser. After this things livened up, and became b little more like my original, idea of an American convention» A procession of fens was weaving i+s way round the hall singing, to the xune of 'John Brown's Body’, & song which began 'vlory How Vie Hate Ray Bradbury." A smaller group was staring some sort of mimed play, surrounded by a group of curious onlookers. Someone was shooting flying saucers out of & gun» Helicopter beanies were in evidence. The floor was littered with flash bulbs. In one corner there was even a water pistol fight going on, Someone was lying on the floor after this and we thought it was part of an act, but it seems from SFNL that he was actually hurt. Another casualty round about this time was GWarr, whom we had last seen got up as a woman with three heads. Apparently she .got the middle one caught in the elevator door. Je were really sorry to hear this, though Max commented callously,"I hope the hotel doesn't sue. "He always speaks in interlineations. He was nearly being a casualty himself that night. He was accustomed to wading barefoot through spilled punch, but the broken glass took more getting used to.I'd meant to go up to the Atlanta suite at I o'clock, but I got roped in to judge the costumes, along with Bill Hamling and Shelby Vick. Being inexperienced in these affairs, we took the most logical and least tactful way of doing it----  had the contestants parade before us several times while we rejected them one by one. Bill Hamling, the one with the most moral courage, got the job of pronouncing our sentences, which he did with greet suavity and tact. The main advantage of this procedure was that we got several excellent views of Ginny Saari, being the only people in the hall who could really take in the finer points of her costume without appearing rude. Finally we gave her first prize. I don't see how any red-blooded male could have done otherwise, but actually the best costumes there from the point of vie®' of wit and originality belonged to two girls who didn’t enter for the contes+---- Lee Hoffman and a girl from.the Little Men's party. The latter caused a real sensation by appearing in a low cut dress whose neckline plunged on either side of a shockigly lifelike third breast.By the time I got up to the Atlanta suite--the 770 pf this convention--things were very quiet. It seems this unusual state of affairs was due partly to Bill Entrekin and partly to the house detectives. Bill had imported a carboy of some liquid that’ seems to have.been the American equivalent of poteen, and it had wrought havoc. Bob Farnham innocently took one glass and passed out for ten hours. Some other fans who tried it were never heard of again. Some say it even made 'Henry Burwell's eyebrow twitch. I would however like to deny the rumour, first spread by Tucker, that my esteemed colleague Jim Harmon passed out in front of the elevators. This is not true. In actual fact Jim came to in front of the elevators, while the cortege bearing his body was being questioned by tho house detectives.My remembrancer Gregg Calkins says I was talking that night with him, Elsberry, Shapiro, Van Splawn and some other people, but all memory of what we talked about has been blasted from my mind by tho stark horror of seeing that Max Kessler was drinking ginger beer mixed with creme de menthe.Next morning I was awakened by the phone ringing and Ed Wood telling me I was due to speak in the panel debate and could I hurry on down. I asked would I have time to shave and he said yes. Greatly daring I asked would I have time for a cup of coffee and he said yes. After such consideration I didn't like to ask him would I have time to prepare a speech, which I'd figured on doing that morning. I had something already, but it was for a proposer and not a seconder and would need to be altered. Twenty four hours ego the prospect of doing this on the spot would hav^ terrified me, but I was a new man since the banquet. I shaved and had some coffee and strolled into the hall just in time. Moskowitz introduced us and Evans and 'food led off while I cut chunks out of my speech and scribbled smaller ones in. It all went off CK I suppose, though I was still half asleep. I think everyone Bunday—Monday - - 2» T



else was too, so it wouldn't have mattered anyway. I don't think any of us felt like constructive forces in science fiction that morning, except maybe the people who were trying to prove we weren't. Personally I felt more like a cup of coffee. The . most interesting part was the question period, when Jim Harmon got up and made a speech the purport of which seemed to be that Joe Gibson was an imbecile. As if this wss a mere procedural error, Moskowitz told him mildly that he must ask a question, not make a speech.1 .'.‘hereupon Jim, logically enough, asked the panel whether or not we agreed that Joe Gibson was an imbecile. It seemed to me at the time that this would have been a much more interesting subject than the one we had end I'd hevc liked to ask Jim to state a case. .aybe we could have got Joo to take the negative and had a full dress debate on this controversial topic. Unfortunately SaM ruled the question out of order so I never found out what had made Jim so eager to give his revelation to the world.After this it was announced that the rest of the programme would be postponed until the afternoon and I went out to get some breakfast and airletter forms. I asked a Chicagoan the way to the Post Office and ho not only understood me but politelyshowed me the way. which just proves neither you nor lish tell us about each other. can believe anything the Fng-IThe afternoon session started with a book publishers' panel, it says here. It might have been a troune of dancing girls for all I knew, because I was too busy talking to all sorts and conditions of people to nay any attention. Lveryone stopped talking when Bloch came on though. I just don't see how it's possible to have a good convention without Bloch.- 1 think he should be preserved intact for future generations, immortal like Tucker. The very next time I have a million dollars I'm going to rent an hotel and throw a command convention for half British fandom and nearly everyone I met at Chicago. Bloch will intervene while Temnle and Arthur Clarke are insulting one another, Cornell will be MC, Tubb will handle the auction, and Kessler will make occasional devastating comments over the PA system. And the whole thing will be filmed with sound so that I won't have to sit here beating my brains out trying to remember what people said. I'm afraid I more or loss stooped taking notes after the banquet, I was having so good a tirfe. Cf course I can remember a few things about Bloch's speech, like how he named Tvelyn Gold and Bea Mahaffey as the editors he'd most like to submit to, and hor he talked about someone beinfc so busy he couldn’t even take e counle of hours off to edit an anthology, and how he compared-the flight of a shin in interstellar space to a thought f3 how he presented a toilet seat to Judy May and all I know, John Campbell may' have done all remember. I know I'm failing in ray duty as a convention reporter i-n neglecting this important speech, and I'm sorry. However, all is not lost. I do haonen to have one note of whet Hr Campbell said and though'I can’t quite understand it just now it must obviously be very significant. Apparently at one point in his address“made the following statement, as near as 1 can make out; "Hawming beys ate hanr levy." I haven't seen this remark reported in the press, so ner'haps it has been suppressed in the interests of national security and the FBI ere up in Campbell's office again. If so, the next generation of fans will hear about it. Frequently.It's no wonder I can't understand what notes I have here, because people kept drooping by our table and talking, Ivory few minutes someone would come along asking had w-e 5
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seen so-and-so and Max would invariably reply "Over + here" and point to ths other side of the room. If we'd stayed there long enough m would have had the whole convention up against that wall, but after Campbell's speech we went up on the roof and fie1" paper aeroplanes, '.e’d plenty of fanzines with us and were able to follow several interesting lines of research. One of the most important contributions to aeronautical design made by Hoffman, Kessler and illis that afternoon was that phio-offset aeroplanes fly much better than mimeosd on.es, Maybe it’s because their contents ere meant • they fold more readily. Anyhow • offset model flew halfway out o' Michigan at an altitude of 38 s- then wheeled in an enormous arc cage. Few fanzines can have had circulation.Having proved that fandom was ructive force in science fictio: downstairs again because I went the voting for the next'»convent don't want you to think I'm jus- ettante constructor of paper ae: without, my heart in the work, i- that I simply had to see this b; This was history, the sort of tJ gets reported at length in The Storm. I got out my notebook an mined to miss nothing. (By the • ing at this notebook again, I'v membered -what Campbell really s cause there's a' Keasler comment nesth I've just deciphered. Cam "Human beings are human beings" said "That's a broad statement.There were nine contenders-New York Kyle, New York ¿ykora , Philadelphia, Indianapolis, Detroit, Ban Francisco, Baltimore, Niagara Falls end Pittsburgh—-end they were placed in order by being drawn from a hat ^y Fritz Leiber Jr. Jr. bykora claimed the nomination on behalf of the Queens Science Fiction League, the New York Science Fiction Society, and the American Science Fiction Society. Kyle, not to be outdone, claimed it on behalf of the Eastern Science Fiction Society, the New York Science Fiction League, the Bronx■Science Fiction Club, the Hydra Club, and the New York Chapter of the Little Monsters of America, The two protagonists stood panting at each other while behind the scenes their supporters hastily constituted further fan clubs in case reinforcements were needed.Round about here I'm afraid I started to get mixed up. Not because there seemed to be more fan clubs in Nev York than .fans, but because H.B.Ivans got among them some way or other and confused me. Besides, people kept talking to ma while I was trying to sort everything out. These American fans don't seem to realise how historic these matters, are. No reverence, that's the trouble. I didn't catch up with the march of events until they'd got as far as Detroit, Their spokesman announced that actually they didn't want the Convention at all, it was just that they'd go.t into the habit of bidding for it. This seemed pretty odd, even for fandom, until he went on to say that they were in favour of Frisco and started to speak, on its behalf. I was overcome with admiration at this neat trick for getting in e>xtra time for Frisco's case, and got my first inkling of the intrigue that was- goi-ng on behind the scenes. I got a whole bottlefull of inkling almost immediately afterwards when I was called down into the smokefilled area just below the stage and told confidentially that it was all arranged that Philly was to get the nomin- * ondey



stion, that most of the other bids were dummies and would be withdrawn at the crucial moment so as to precipitate a landslide end that if I would say a few words on behalf of Philly I would get my fare paid over next year. This was all so exciting as to be pretty well impossible. I said th,e last suggestion was unthinkable, that I didn't think I should interfere like that in American fan affairs, and that anyway I thought San Francisco should get the nomination. Then I climbed over the caucases and want away by myself to recover. Somewhere about this time people were asking questions about what facilities the various cities could offer, mainly interesting for their implied criticisms of the Morrison Hotel. This was the first public expression of the widespread disgust everyone felt for the Morrison Hotel end their house-detectives and everything they didn't stand for.At one point during the questions session it seemed clear that Niagara Falls would get the nomination unanimously if they could only promise that the falls would run whiskey for three days. Some shocked member of the audience asked whether we wanted a serious constructive convention or a drinking brawl, and got the inevitable answer.I finally gave up hope of writing a connected account of all this when I was called up onto the stage to scrutinise the counting of the votes. All I know is that things did work out as I was told they would, that someone voted for Pogo, and that I thought it was a shame the Little Men didn't get the nomination after they'd worked so hard for it and shown that they could do a good job. It's not as if Philadelphia had done either. In fact it seemed that they hadn't expected the nomination at all ;and weren't prepared to find it dumped in their laps just because, presumably, New York fandom couldn't compose its differences long enough to put on the convention themselves. However it was all very exciting even from the stage, and it must have been hectic in the auditorium. I heard of one New York fan who had his ballot paper torn up by others who disagreed with his vote and had to « fight his way down to the front for another.After the result was announced Judy May came over to me and asked me to make a short speech on .behalf-of world fandom asking everyone to gut-behind Philly and pull together. This seemed a rather awkward procedure, but I knew what she meant and started trying to work out something that wouldn't sound too presumptuous. Thon sho changed her mind and decided it would be butter first thing after the interval, so I went and got an N3F application blank to writs on-- incidentally they seem to have been about the only exhibits that weren't stolen-- joined the Philcon (or is it the eleventh Anniversary Science Fiction Convention?) in the lobby, and went out , to havu something .to eat.Afterwards I turned up in the wings with about 5000 words,- 4500 of which were crossed out, and waited nervously with this clutched in my hot little hand. But either the Committee had forgotten all about it in the general chaos or had felt that the breach between the Little Men and the others was too deep even for my silver-tongued Irish oratory. Neither would have surprised me.-Greetly relieved, I went back to rny table to listen to -Bob Tucker’s wir acordings. I might as well have gone up to the roof again. I kept moving my seat to get in line with the speaker voice coil, but any extra high frequencies I got that way were just as unintelligible as the rest. It-was very frustrating bucause people were laughing their heeds off all around me*, nevertheless it.was not me who stole Burwell's wirscoraer after Tucker had finished with it.After this there was a guitar accompanied by Ted Sturgeon. It was a nice guitar.The ballet was surprisingly good. Ballet ..is always inherently ridiculous, and it was a tribute to this one that nobody laughed at it. In a way it was like a copy of ORB set to music---the same pretentiousness and ovarsericusness , the same pseudo- sophistication, and the sama undeniable talent. The music was outstanding.Monday 5 • -



After this there was to have been a play, but it was cancelled by agreement between the Committee and the Committee. Vie did get a sample of it, a song by Bea and Bill Venable. This was so well received that it h&d to be sung all over again, so people must have liked it. A matter of national taste I suppose; personally it made me squirm. I just don't foal a taste in literature is something to sing torch songs about.I’m afraid that like everyone else in the rear of the hall I gave up trying to follow the Philadelphia group’s FALL OF FEN. People were saying that if this h&d been put on before the voting San Francisco would have got the nomination, but it would have probably been OK if everyone behind the third row had been issued with binoculars and a hearing aid.Round about this time the winning tickets were drawn in the various ballots. There were only three people involved in this. Forry Ackerman held the hat, Evelyn Gold drew the tickets, and Doc Barrett collected the prizes. This labour-saving arrangement left everyone else free to wander about and talk. Doc Smith stopped by, swore me in as Assistant Moon Commissioner, end asked for my autograph for his two daughters. I was so flabbergasted I forgot to ask for his. (Not that I collect autographs, but as a matter of courtesy.) Now, I kept thinking, something has happened that will really impress James. Next time he speaks of S.E.Smith in that hushed voice I will be able to mention casually how Doc asked me for my autograph at the Chicon.I just can't remember where Gerry Davis' end Harry Harrison’s excellent turn fitted into all this. All evening I'd been getting up from my table to roam around looking for people I wanted to see. Later on I reported back every couple of minutes because I'd been told there was going to be a formal presentation of the scroll and I didn't want anyone think I was trying to gat out of it. When the films started, however, it began to look as if I was going to get out of making yet another speech (some time I must publish a collection of my undelivered speeches) and I sneaked a look at the scroll, which Bill Entrekin had left with ma while he went looking for someone to present it. This was the first time I'd seen a list of contributors, and I was shaken to find how many of them I hadn't met, or worse still hed met without saying 8 word of acknowledgement. In desperation I wont about peering at people's chests like a movie talent scout, end was shaken again to find that people were leaving all the time. The Convention was breaking up before my eyes. Somehow I'd been imagining it would end like the London ones, with everyone joining hands and singing 'Auld Lang Syne' or at least standing around and saying goodbye. Instead it was just petering out in universal chaos. Shelby Vick, whom I still thought of aS having just got in, hed checked out hours ago. People had aven given up looking for Henry Burwell, a quest which had united the whole convention for the first part of the evening, though poor Henry was still hunting for the ballot prize which had been stolen, kith the end of their ordeal in sight the Committee had got out from under and were just wandering about muttering to themselves and looking pathetically for assurances that the convention hed been a success. All the time groups of people were checking out. It was like the breakdown of civilisation.Finally it dawned on me that the convention was actually over, that the only vestige of the official machine still functioning amid the ruins w&s the film projectionist, and that I could take up my scroll and go with a clear conscience. I didn't feel like watching movies, so Lee and Max end I left to look for a party. We were immediately joined by Ken BeAle. The four of us roamed the hotel for something like an hour, searching for whet Bob Shew calls 'fannish good cheer'. We woula stroll alcng disconsolately for a while, someone would suggest a room, we would go to the elevators, get out at another identical floor, find another dark and silent room, and resume our trek through the endless wastes of red carpet. We knew there was a party going on in the penthouse, but none of us had been invited. We'd thought the original three might got in, but we didn't think there was much Monday-Tuesday 3/



chance for the four c-i us. suggested going upstairs and throwing a party off the roof, but Ken wasn't in the mood.Some time after 2am re were in the main lobby again when Bea Mahaffey and Henry Burrell came in and called me over for a consultation about the ballot. I arranged to meet Lee and Max again either at Leo's room or in the penthouse---- like most people Lex end I had checked, out of our own rooms that morning to save money---- and went out with Bea and H>nry to s night club. de sat in an alcove and drank Tom Collins's and talked as best we could while a brassy woman sang at a piano in a niche above the bar and another one with no clothes on swam ©round in a glass tank. (Ged, how I've lived.)After e while I found my way' back to the hotel and knocked’ on Lee *’s door. No answer. 1 stood for p moment assuring mysulf that this wasn't the wrong room. As a matter of fact I wouldn't have been too surprised if it had turned out to be the wrong hotel. I'd been five days in Chicago and I still hadn't had time to take a look at the place. As for the hotel, the forty odd floors were so absolutely identical in appearance that my subconscious was firmly convinced there was only one of them, though with several million rooms and a system of corridors possessing infinite connectivity. All I knew about the layout of that hotel was that if I wandered about at random for a minimum of five minutes praying to Roscoe for guidance I would through his divine intervention suddenly find myself at the doôr I wanted. Yes, this was the right room all righty I was still sober enough to retain 'my memory for numbers. I was unsobor enough however to give thu door a couple of hearty thumps before I moved off, the way people do when they're really quite sure there's nobody there. I'd just done this when I noticed-two house detectives bearing down on ma.I began to realise that my position was delicate. I don't know much about hotel etiquette, but I had a suspicion That the house detectives mightn't approve of me battering down the door of a girl's room at three o'clock in the-morning, especially when I wasn't even registered at the hotel. I suddenly visualised myself cut off from fandom and condemned to wander the streets of Chicago' till dawn.I nodded at them casually and asked what time it was, trying to capture the initiative. Chen they told me 1 went tch tch, muttered something about how they must have gone out for something to eat, and set off briskly in the direction of the elevators. But they were going that way too and fell into step beside me. Cne of them asked where I came from and I said 'Ireland.' The other asked what my room number was. I said '1630', wishing we weren't just about to pass it. The .worst happened, and they stopped dead in front of 1630. "It can't be," said one of them suspiciously, "everyone checked out of there this morning. I hadn't figured they'd know the Atlants suite as well as all that. I played my last card. "Oh really?" I said, producing a key to the room. This was a second key I'd picked up somewhere and thought I might es well hold on to until I finally left the hotel.They were shaken, but still waited expectantly for me to open the door. I supposed they wore looking for luggage and was pleased to see a pair of shoes on the floor that I'd left behind because they weren't mine. No one else in the suite seemed to have claimed them either. I sat down on the bed and made to change into them, hoping they would fit end not feeling a bit like Cinderella. "Everyone was supposed to have checked out of these rooms this morning," said the obstinate one. "Where's the rest of your luggage?" "In th.e car," I lied, "I am checking out this morning." That confused him for a minute. "Where are you going?" he asked for lack of something more sleuthlike to say. "Los Angeles," I said. Animal cunning gleamed in his piglike eyes. "CHI" he said triumphantly, mentally polishing up his Dick Tracey badge, "I thought you said you came from Ireland?" Give him credit for one thing, he knew Ireland w&sn't in Los Angeles. Maybe not even in California. The sheer unfairness of being suspected because I .was telling the truth for a change infuriated me. "I come from Ireland and I'm going to Los Angeles," I explained with exaggerated patience. "And 1 don't see what damned business it is of yours." We glared at each other for a few moments and then the communicating door opened and in walked my guardian angel disguised as Bill Tntrekin. "Hello Bill," I said casually. Apparently the car battery -------- ---  Tuesday



had run down and the rest of the suits had checked back in again. The detectives were quite demolished. They became apologetic and loquacious. They'd had a bad time of it these last few days, one of them explained. "Yes," said the other, "we've had all sorts of conventions hare, but we've never coma across anything like those science fiction people." Naively ho added, "I don’t think they'll got the/hotel again." "I don't think we'll want it again," I said coldly, and held the door open for them.I did up my shoes, picked up the ownerless pair, end made for the elevators. I found the penthouse easily enough and knocked on the door. The only result was that someone inside shouted "Don't open." I Scribbled a noto---"Aru Hoffman end Keesler there0—Halt or Willis"---- and pushed it und«r the door. Nothing happened. I was just going away to l"ook for a ohone when the door opened to let some people out. I went in, picked up my note from where it had been lying unnoticed, dumped the shoes in a corner, end went on into the big room. It was certainly an exclusive party. The only people there were Little Menfolk end some pros. Lex and Lee told me with glee that they'd got in only as a great favour and after solemnly.promising not to break anything or make any noise and to leave when they were told. It was hilarious to think of these promises being exacted from probably the best behaved people at the Convention, but apparently when the Little Men get disenchanted they do it in style.As the night wore on more fans came through the pearly gates, but the party stayed very close to our ideal---- not too many people and all of them conscious, The only noise came from the pros around the bar, where for a while I got caught up with a crowd which seemed to consist mainly of Mack Reynolds, though one caught glimpses of Tony Boucher, Poul Anderson, Jerry Bixby and others roaming round his outskirts. 1 Scored an almost fatal success with some limericks they'd never heard before and had trouble getting away. Not that I didn't like their company, but I wanted to get back to Max and Lee. Especially Max, whom I knew I wouldn't see again and whom I knew I'd miss. I finally escaped and went back to the windowledge where we'd been sitting. he spent the rest of the night there, holding court with various people who dropped by, including Les and Es Colo. Rich Elsberry, Briggs, Sims and others. Mack Reynolds made occasional sorties .out of the bar to plead for more limericks. I promised to mail him some. Poul Anderson came along wanting to be taught some Irish drinking songs. I sang him as much as I could remember of 'The Cruiskoen Lawn' and promised to mail him thv rest. I had some competition from S.J.Byrne who was standing in the middle of the room singing excerpts from 'The Mikado' to a select audience. Tucker was being very quiet somewhere on a sofa. Lax had been dancing with Evelyn Gold, had swept her off her stocking feet sufficiently to sell her a subscription to CPUS, and was now dispensing 'No Dose' tablets all round. Fe'd been living on them himself for days and was beginning to feel very odd indeed. But as the dawn broke we were all quietly happy end talked about how wonderful ’it hed all been and how much wo were going to miss each other and how we must get together again some time somehow. As for me, I was as happy as I'd ever boon in my life. All the tension of the last few days was over ano to look forward to I had thV prospect of four weeks of seeing America and after that a return to fandom without "the worry and embarrassment that had spoiled it for so long. I had now been just seven days in America without even having had time to'think about it, but now a feeling of utter exhaltation swept over me to realise that here I was sitting between Lee Hoffman and Max Kessler at the top of e skyscraper watching the sun rise over Chicago. Life can be wonderful. It was one of those moments that has to be broken while it'sstill perfect, and when the sun was fully up we went down to have breakfast.Postscripts I su name. bell, look, everyope I met thio l I ciulc remember of wI supooso anyone who has got this far must be still looking for hiS own 'k, I remember you all very well, but if I'd stooped to talk aboutId ruajly have got out of hand..This is just„as much 8 >enuds i 11 have to sort out my impressions of ovuryboa1 s to say that,I lik^d everyone I .a wonderful time, ¿ven if I nso o-e t, it would only have been because I ist nd oyerything somewhurs,els,I.would like to say that,! lik^d uveryonp I expected po liky *na.na°lot 1 pidn't, and.That I had. a wonderful time. Ev^n iTm had been as quiet .as Tucker mokes out, wnicn I wasn t, if would only have been because I wasso fascinated by,what was going on that I didn't want to interrupt it. I can hear myself t-lk any time. eThe joke about the grunch and eggplant cn line six of the sixteenth stencil belongs to Bob Shew.
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